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About This Game

Blood of Magic is a small open world role-playing game with turn-based battles. Other elements include crafting, town
management, recruitment, and exploration which help improve your experience in Auguston.

Welcome to a world of magic, where people and creatures can receive magical capabilities with the infusement of magic energy
from rare magical crystals. The most known crystal is the Arcane Crystal which is controlled by the Obrodian Empire, an
empire of man. The spoils of war from The Great Elven War over 200 years ago. Ever since the possession of the Arcane

Crystal, the Obrodians formed a special order to decide who would be infused by the arcane energies. These individuals had to
pass extreme tests both mentally and physically in order to graduate. They would later be known as Arcanists. These arcanist are

expert spellswords, with both combat and magic prowess. Although, they have no political power during peacetime, they are
given full jurisdiction in certain areas when deployed during war, typically to hold forts, lead armies, or operate intelligence

operations.

Our story begins when war has broken out between the northern kingdom of man known as Vuista. The Vuista were originally
ascendants of the Obrodians, however a civil war broke out over 100 years ago over the use of the arcane crystal. Although, the
Vuista were unable to obtain the arcane crystal for themselves, they were able to separate from the southern region and maintain
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independence against the Obrodians. Recently, the Vuista have uncovered a new magic crystal known as the “Occult Crystal”.
The occult crystal allowed extremely easier blood infusions as a host would only need a small trace of the energy to harness it’s

energy because the energy itself fed on blood to grow exponentially. This allowed any user to use raw magical power without the
need for long training and discipline. However, because the occult energy fed on blood, it would continue to feed until the user
was drained from one’s own blood. This caused the user’s flesh to deteriorate until there was nothing left leaving them a soulless

husk. The Vuista used this to their advantage and infused the blood of ordinary foot soldier sending them to the frontlines
against the Obrodians. The Obrodians army was much stronger and organized than the Vuista, but the charge of so many magic

users took its toll on the Obrodians when the Vuista finally broke into Obrodian territory just a little over a year ago. The
arcanist program was accelerated and students were sent into action before graduation. The top students were sent to the more

important locations while the possible graduates were sent on patrol missions or small garrisons.

You are one of these students. You are sent away from the frontlines and more towards the south to a small mining town of
Auguston. An arcanist student was sent there 6 months ago to maintain a steady shipment of iron for the war efforts and to stop
any troll incursions to the west from what’s known as “Monster Mountain” where tribes of monsters make regular raids against

Obrodian settlements. However, ore shipment has stopped 3 months ago and any attempt for communication has failed. You are
given full jurisdiction of Auguston, tasked with the investigation and reinstatement of Auguston’s ore shipments.

Build new buildings which offer new followers, resources, and crafting recipes. Upgrade existing buildings to gain
enhanced versions.

Recruit citizens and travelers to help you fight in battle. Discover unique followers and gain their loyalty.

Find and harvest materials to craft battle essentials.

Fight various people and creatures during your adventure. Discover new passages and entrances.

Stayed tuned regularly as we will be implementing new updates regularly, including new features not yet mentioned.

Thank you for taking the time to view our Early Access Game and we appreciate your business and feedback. The project’s
success relies on the involvement of the community and we hope you like the direction we are headed in with Blood of Magic.

Made By stoneworks Games
Stone Aged Gaming-
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Title: Blood of Magic
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Stoneworks Games
Publisher:
Stoneworks Games
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 (64-Bit Only)

Processor: Intel Core Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI HD5450

DirectX: Version 11

English
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Monstrum is a similar game, but much more fun, intense, and levels that have a little more room to breathe. The name of the
game is Monstrum. So skip this one, and pick up Monstrum instead.. The control options need to be improved. It's unplayable
unless you use an xbox360 controller. Otherwise, the game is smooth and shows potential to be very fun.. Rescue humanity and
find out what's happening. The human race is in danger again(and again). This time, scientists could not avoid the imminent
threat and became monsters themselves. Crowds of zombies filled the secret research base. The dreadful contagion is about to
spread across the earth. Find the answer to the main question what caused the catastrophe? Maybe on the final stage you'll face
something terrible? Try your monster fighting skills in two additional game modes Survive and Gun Stand.. Horrible game..
Think of it less as a Christmas story and more of a very good story that happens to be about Christmas. The core writing is great
- potentially better than the base game. It's more linear than the original Open Sorcery, because it picks up from the end of the
"canon" playthrough, but it balances this out with more emphasis on puzzles. Your first playthrough will have a lot of self-
contained puzzles on the way to the ending, and subsequent playthroughs will be about trying to plan the week out to get
everyone the best gifts you can.

I heartily recommend it to anyone who liked the base game, but you probably don't want to play through it until you've played
through the base game at least once.. I like this game and I reconmend it!!! The only problem I had is that When I try to load up
a longer Grand Campain it Crashed.. This game is really good and very detail, you can watch the tutorial here:
http://forums.lnlpublishing.com/media/command-ops-2-introduction-walkthrough-v1-0-youtube.626/. Set skirmish with AI able
to control my units.
Had a bit of a tussle with AI on where to plop down structures and what units to build.
Resign to concentrating on plopping down electricity structures instead.
Let AI do its job combating enemy AI.
Leave chair and enjoy the outdoor air for several hours.
Come back to see battle still raging with my forces on the brink of victory.

This is my kind of game.
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ON THE POSITIVE SIDE it has the mildest amount of fun that you can enjoy for a few levels. The dark tone is there and the
kitten is cute. That's all I got for the good pointers.

ON THE NEGATIVE SIDE at the begining of each level you have the choose your weapons menu that block your vision. You
can't see what the map looks like or how many enemies you are facing... Its a poor design but that only the minor problem.
The real problem is your overwhelming power control to keep the game a "CHALLENGE" litereally kills the game. And by
KILLS the game I mean literally beating FUN to death with the word CHALLENGE and you think that is exceptable. Not only
do you give the player a short supply of money, but you restrict how many items they can buy. Only 1 explosive device allowed
per level with 3 enemies? After level 6 or 7 you have nothing fun here. Not anymore.. Best game ever guys. Best Game Ever!!!
Totally brings back my 90s childhood. great way to learn how to play chess thats how I did so should you.. tl;dr - This game
plays exactly like a game from the late 80s. Start out pathetically weak with no armor or weapons to speak of and pray to the
RNG gods your entire party isnt 1-shotted. You're going to have to grind for gold and XP before you can even think about going
and doing anything. Nice hand drawn art, minimal stereotypical sound, and some weird UI choices. Its not terrible, but it's not
great either. Besides the cool images during conversation scenes, theres not muct to set it apart from the crowd. If it had come
out in 1989, it'd be great, but modern grid-dungeons have come a long way since then. I'm only recommending it for hardcore
fans of the genre who like games like the early Wizardrys where theres a lot of RNG luck and grinding just to stay alive.

__________________________________________________________

This is an true-to-the-late-80s turn based dungeon crawler with interesting hand drawn graphics. The graphics are rendered in
great detail, with plot scenes being shown with static full screen brightly colored comic book-style art.

 When I say "true to the late 80s", I mean it. Unlike many other games that took what was great about that era's RPGs and left
the rest, Underworld really makes you feel like you're playing a game created in 1990 but with a unique art style.

Your characters start out pitifully weak with nothing but an extremely low level melee and ranged weapon. No armor, no gold,
One slap of the RNG god and you're going down to a random encounter due to how pathetic your characters are- one hit
knockdowns are the norm until you reach level 2 and\/or get some better armor and even at level 2 they're very common.

Fortunately theres an "unconciousness" state that incapacitates a char before death, but one hit while in that state and its off to
the temple to pay a fee for res. To get even semi-decent, you're going to have to run around town grinding random encounters
for gold to get your chars even marginally equipped. I feel like I'm playing the early Wizardrys here. Did I mention how much I
*hate* grinding? I did way too much of it in the actual 80s, I guess. There's a reason many RPGs dont have grinding anymore,
its not fun to most people. Fortunately, there is an item repeatably dropped by a certain random enemy type you can trade to the
guard blocking the catacombs for 100g and 20xp. Unfortunately, you have to run all over hells half acre trying to encounter that
specific enemy type. Oh, and you can't just level, you have to train which costs gold. And it takes a *lot* of XP to level, but all
you get out of it is 3 skill points.

Theres a mini-map in the corner (thank god), and apparently a larger world map that has places of interest marked. I still like
making notations on maps - guess it comes from my graph paper and pencil days. Still, the minimap is nice - no graph paper
needed. Once you get yourself equipped, you can head off to the catacombs and continue the plot, which revolves around a giant
demon somehow being released and taunting the party when you leave the inn. Of course you are told by someone that your
party has a great fate, which is, of course, to try and stop the demon.

Theres also sidequests. I'm currently doing a fetch quest at level 2. Level 2 seems to be a bit easier, not so many one hit
knockouts. If this game progresses like most of the 80s games, you should get strong enough that the grinding isn't as required
once you're out of the early game, but its still annoying and not a good start to the game.

The UI has some weirdness. Like most games of this style theres a bunch of quick icons on the HUD (char sheet, rest, system
etc). I find it odd however, that in order to cast a spell you must go to the spellcaster's char sheet, then hit enter, then select the
spell, but theres a quickbar icon for the tutorial. Which is a player going to use more? The tutorial, or the spellbook? But yet
theres no quickbar "cast spell" icon?

Also, to pick a locked door, you must bump into the door, which flashes "locked" on the screen. Then you must select the
"unlock" icon. If you fail the picking, instead of just hitting unlock again, you have to bump into the door, get the "locked"
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message, then hit "u" or click the "unlock" icon all over again.
For some unknown reason, when you fail picking a lock, it makes the same sound as the noise of someone going unconcious in
combat. Which sounds like a punch\/swing, and then a thud like someone getting hit and dropping to the ground. When you fail
to pick a lock. Why? The first time I heard it, I thought there was a trap that went off. But no, thats just the noise it makes. The
sound of succeeding to pick a lock is what youd expect, a metallic tumbler shifting and *click*. So why the weird fail sound?

Speaking of sounds, they are minimal at best. Theres a nice bird sound when you're in town. However, it plays even in areas that
would be considered "inside". The rest is just the typical grunts, clangs, swoosh, growls and so on that are standard in RPGs.
Nothing like that cool weird chant the brigands made in Wizardry 6.

Overall, Underworld is just OK. If you're a fan of the genre, its worth picking up ON SALE. But I hope you like grinding.. cool,
funny and interesting game.
Also easy achievements.. Holy♥♥♥♥♥... I thought bing bong was my favorite in the set, but its definitely now pivot. calming
to play but gets really fast and brutal once youre high. Team customization, 20+ unique pieces, Fun gameplay, A E S T H E T I
C, and Awesome soundtrack. The only drawback is that there are almost no ranked players so although online ranked play is a
feature there is only a small playerbase as of now. I would only recommend if you got it with a friend, but, the more people that
buy, the more players for online. There is an option to play against AI, but honestly it is more for learning the core gameplay.

*Something i forgot to mention is that there is no starting team so you have to customize a team right off the bat to play, which
may seem overwhelming, but, that's why I recommend getting it with a friend to have fun and experiment with lineups*
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